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Abstract
In this paper we present a conceptual data model�

called SDM� which is able to represent the relation�
ships between elementary and statistical data at a con�
ceptual level� SDM borrows elements from research
both in Object Oriented Databases and in Knowledge
Representation� In addition it has suitable mecha�
nisms to form classes of individuals by classifying the
instances of a target class according to some speci�
�ed criteria� Notably� the class resulting from such a
statistical aggregation can then be treated exactly as a
class of elementary data� This ability ful�lls the of�
ten perceived necessity� in modeling real domains� of
treating statistical aggregates and elementary data in
an homogeneous way�

� Introduction

Typically statistical surveys are focused on directly
obtaining some prede�ned statistical indexes �statis�
tical variables�� This setting comes from an organiza�
tion of the work that promotes a new statistical survey
each time the necessity of a new statistical product �a
set of statistical indexes exhibiting certain phenom�
ena� is sensed� However� this organization does not
permit us to perceive possible correlations that exist
at a conceptual level among the various pieces of in�
formation gathered by the di�erent statistical surveys�
The failure to perceive such correlations brings about
costly anomalies in the process of acquisition and ag�
gregation of elementary �non�statistical� data� as for
example the repetition of more than one survey on a
single unit of analysis�

Overcoming this is possible if a further element is
introduced in the organization of the work	 the statis�
tical information system �related issues are discussed
in 
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ���� The statisti�
cal information system determines a decoupling be�
tween the phase where elementary data are gathered
and the phase where aggregate data are used� Sta�
tistical surveys become the way a statistical informa�
tion system is maintained� and thus they are set up
independently of the contingent need of some statis�
tical data� Instead� statistical data are obtained from
a suitable view of the statistical information system

without making reference to the statistical surveys
that provided the elementary data to make the com�
putation�

The statistical information system has to be pro�
vided with a speci�c language to represent its knowl�
edge on the modeled reality� i�e� it needs a conceptual
data model which is able to represent statistical ag�
gregates � a conceptual statistical data model�

A conceptual statistical data model is a conceptual
model that is able to represent the usual semantical
relationships among elementary data� But in addition�
it is able to represent the semantical relationships that
exists between elementary data and the aggregate data
derived from them by means of statistical classi�ca�
tion�

Generally conceptual models bypass this kind of
semantical relationships going directly to numerical
data� which in fact should be attributes of the con�
ceptual entities derived from the classi�cation� enti�
ties that they are not able to represent explicitly� For
example this happens when the Entity Relationship
Model 
� �� is used to model summary data 
��� In�
stead a conceptual statistical data model extends a
conceptual model by allowing it to represent explic�
itly such statistical aggregates�

At the moment virtually all conceptual statistical
data model proposals� e�g� 
�� ��� �� �� ��� consider
statistical aggregates as a new kind of objects� This
induces a dichotomy in treating elementary data and
data aggregated for statistical means� since for the for�
mer kind of data a rich variety of semantical relations
is representable� while for the latter kind the only se�
mantical relationship representable is the one that led
to the aggregation� Our experience at AIPA has shown
that such a dichotomy is often a strong limitation in
the use of statistical data models for modeling a real
domain�

In this paper we present a statistical data model�
called SDM� which� starting from elementary data� is
able to recursively	

� represent in a conceptual schema the relationships
among existing data�

� enlarge such conceptual schema by representing



explicitly the relationships between existing data
and their aggregations for statistical purposes�

Such a statistical data model allows one to encapsu�
late information that was originally deeply hidden and
spread throughout elementary data� in suitable sum�
mary data� while keeping track at the conceptual level
of the derivation schema applied to make such infor�
mation explicit�
SDM borrows elements from research both in Ob�

ject Oriented Databases and in Knowledge Represen�
tation� In particular several notions developed in

��� ��� �� were used as the base for our proposal�
Prominent among these is the notion of �polymorphic
object� introduced in 
��� �� � i�e� an object may be
seen simultaneously as an individual object� as a tuple�
and as a set�
SDM enhances the formalisms in 
��� ��� by intro�

ducing suitable mechanisms to form classes that are
statistical aggregations of other classes� These mech�
anisms where inspired by those found in 
�� ��� which
however induced the dichotomy mentioned above�

Speci�cally� SDM has a construct for aggregating
more classes into a single class that has one instance
for each class taking part in the aggregation� For ex�
ample such a construct permits us to partition the
class of integers between � and ��� in three intervals�
��� � � � � ���� ���� � � � � ��� and ���� � � � � ����� thus form�
ing a new class with three instances� one for each in�
terval�

A more sophisticated construct allows for the clas�
si�cation of instances of a class according to certain
properties� For example we can aggregate people ac�
cording to their sex and intervals of age�

Besides such constructs SDM provides one with
the ability to refer to properties which are computed
by means of suitable operators� such as COUNT�
AVR� FREQ� etc� For example it allows for adding the
property �average age� to the instances of the class
formed by aggregating people according to their sex
and intervals of age�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In Sec�
tion � the basic conceptual model is presented and its
main characteristics including the notion of polymor�
phic object are introduced� In Section � the constructs
that denote statistical aggregations are added to the
basic data model thus obtaining SDM� and the power
that the ability of repeatedly aggregating aggregates
gives to SDM� is illustrated� Finally� in Section ��
some concluding remarks end the paper�

� The basic data model

In this section we formally de�ne the object ori�
ented data model BDM by specifying its syntax and
its semantics�

��� Syntax
A BDM schema is a collection of class and view

de�nitions over an alphabet B� where B is partitioned
into a set C of class symbols� a set A of attribute sym�
bols �used in record structures�� and a set U of role
symbols �denoting binary relations over classes�� We
assume that C contains the special elements Any and

Empty�� In the following C� A� and U range over ele�
ments of C� A� and U respectively�

In de�ning classes and views we make use of com�
plex links which are constructed starting from at�
tributes and roles� An atomic link� for which we use
the symbol l� is either an attribute� a role� or the spe�
cial symbol member �used in the context of set struc�
tures�� A complex link L is obtained from basic links
according to	

L 		� b j L� � L� j L� � L� j L
� j L� j identity�C��

The construct L� �L� denotes the concatenation of
link L� with link L�� L

� denotes the concatenation of
link L with itself an arbitrary �nite number of times�
L� denotes the inverse of L �L taken in the reverse
direction�� and �nally identity�C� denotes the identity
role projected on C and is used to verify the occurrence
of an instance of class C along a link�

Usually� in object oriented models every class has
an associated type which speci�es the structure of the
value associated to an instance of the class� In BDM�
objects are not required to have a single structure� In�
stead� we allow for polymorphic objects� which can be
viewed as having di�erent structures corresponding to
the di�erent roles they can play in the reality mod�
eled� Therefore we admit a rich set of expressions for
de�ning structural properties� A structure expression�
denoted with the symbol T � is constructed as follows	

T 		� C j �T j T� � T� j T� � T� j �o�� � � � � on� j

A�	T�� � � � � An	Tn� j fTg�

The structure �o�� � � � � on� represents the class whose
instances are exactly o�� � � � � on� The structure

A�	T�� � � � � An	Tn� represents all tuples which have
at least A�� � � � � An components having the structures
T�� � � � � Tn� respectively� The structure fTg represents
sets of elements having structure T � Additionally� by
means of �� �� and �� we are allowed not only to in�
clude intersection and union in structure expressions
�as in 
���� but also to refer to all objects that do not
have a certain structure� Note that often object ori�
ented models make� either explicitly or implicitly� the
assumption that every object belongs to exactly one
�most speci�c class�� Under this assumption� inter�
section can be eliminated from the schema de�nition
since if an object is an instance of two classes� the
schema also contains a class that specializes both and
of which the object is an instance 
��� In contrast� in
BDM we do not want to enforce the �most speci�c
class assumption�� consistently with most knowledge
representation formalisms 
�� and semantic data mod�
els 
���� Such an assumption would go against the
spirit of our notion of polymorphism� which allows an
object to simultaneously have more than one structure
�and thus to belong to di�erent unrelated classes��

�We may also assume that C contains some additional sym�
bols such as Integer� String� etc�� that are interpreted as usual�
with the constraint that no de�nition of such symbols appears
in the schema�



Class and view de�nitions are built out of structure
expressions by asserting constraints on links between
the instances of the de�ning class and the instances of
the other classes� A class de�nition expresses neces�
sary conditions for an object to be an instance of the
de�ned class� whereas a view de�nition characterizes
exactly �by means necessary and su�cient conditions�
the objects belonging to the de�ned view� Our con�
cept of view bears similarities to the concept of query
class of 
����

Class and view de�nitions have the following forms
�C is the name of the class or of the view to be de�
�ned�	

class C
structure declaration
link declarations

endclass

view C
structure declaration
link declarations

endview

Let us explain the di�erent parts of a class �view�
de�nition�

� A structure declaration has the following form	

is a kind of T�

It can be regarded as both a type declaration in
the usual sense� and an extended ISA declaration
introducing �possibly multiple� inheritance�

� link declarations are distinguished as follows	

� Universal and existential link declarations �
whose form respectively is	

all L in T
exists L in T�

An universal declaration states that each ob�
ject reached through link L from an instance
of C has structure T � while an existential
one states that for each instance of C there
is at least one object of structure T reach�
able through link L� Note that link declara�
tions represent a generalization of existence
and typing declarations for attributes �and
roles��

� Cardinality declarations whose form is	

exists �u� v� b in T
exists �u� v� b� in T

where u is a nonnegative integer and v is
a nonnegative integer or the special value
�� A declaration of this kind speci�es that
for each instance of C there are at least u
and at most v di�erent objects of structure
T reachable through an given atomic link l
�l��� Existence and functional dependencies
can be seen as special cases of this type of
constraint�

� Key declarations whose form is	

key L�� � � � � Lm�

A declaration of this kind states that each
object o in C is linked to at least one other
object through each link that appears in
the declaration� and moreover the objects
reached through these links uniquely deter�
mine o� in the sense that C contains no
other object o� which is linked� by means of
L�� � � � � Lm� to exactly the same objects as o
�for all links in the declaration��

In both class and view de�nitions link declarations are
optional�

��� Semantics
The formal semantics of a BDM schema is based

on the notion of interpretation I � �OI � 	I�� where
OI is a nonempty set that constitutes the universe of
the interpretation and 	I is the interpretation function
over such a universe� Note that an interpretation cor�
responds to the usual notion of database state� Tra�
ditional object oriented models distinguish between
objects �characterized through their object identi�er�
and values associated to objects� The structure of an
object is speci�ed through its value which can be ei�
ther a tuple� a set or an atomic value� Since an object
has a unique value it is forced to have a unique struc�
ture� Instead� in BDM we have chosen not to distin�
guish between objects and values� and one is permitted
to assign di�erent structures to an element of the uni�
verse of interpretation� Indeed� we regard OI as a set
of polymorphic objects� that is objects possibly having
simultaneously more than one structure� i�e�	

�� The structure of individual 	 an object can always
be considered as having this structure� and this
allows it to be referenced by other objects of the
domain�

�� The structure of tuple	 an object o having this
structure can be considered as a property ag�
gregation� which is formally de�ned as a partial
function from A to OI with the proviso that o
is uniquely determined by the set of attributes
on which it is de�ned and by their values� Be�
low the term tuple is used to denote an element
of OI that has the structure of tuple� and we
write 
A�	 o�� � � � � An	 on� to denote any tuple t
such that� for each i 
 f�� � � � � ng� t�Ai� is de�ned
and equal to oi �which is called the Ai�component
of t�� Note that the tuple t may have other com�
ponents as well� besides the Ai�components�

�� The structure of set 	 an object o having this
structure can be considered as an instance aggre�
gation� which is formally de�ned as a �nite collec�
tion of objects in OI � with the following provisos	
��� the view of o as a set is unique� in the sense
that there is at most one �nite collection of ob�
jects of which o can be considered an aggregation�



and ��� no other object o� represents the aggre�
gation of the same collection� Below the term
set is used to denote an element of OI that has
the structure of set� and we write fjo�� � � � � onjg to
denote the collection whose members are exactly
o�� � � � � on�

The interpretation function 	I assigns an extension
to classes� structure expressions� and links� as follows	

� It assigns to member a subset of OI � OI such
that for each fj� � � � o� � � �jg 
 OI � we have that
�fj� � � � o� � � �jg� o� 
 memberI �

� It assigns to every role U a subset of OI �OI �

� It assigns to every attribute A a subset of OI �
OI such that� for each tuple 
� � � � A	 o� � � �� 

OI � we have that �
� � � � A	 o� � � ��� o� 
 AI � and
there is no o� 
 OI di�erent from o such that
�
� � � � A	 o� � � ��� o�� 
 AI � Note that this implies
that every attribute in a tuple is functional for
the tuple�

� It assigns to every complex link a subset of
OI � OI such that the following conditions are
satis�ed �in the semantics� ��� stands for con�
catenation of binary relations� and ��� for their
re�exive transitive closure�	

�L� � L��
I � LI

�
� LI

�

�L� � L��
I � LI

�
� LI

�

�L��I � �LI��

�L��I � f�o� o�� j �o�� o� 
 LIg
�identity�C��I � f�o� o� 
 OI �OI j o 
 CIg�

� It assigns to every class and to every structure
expression a subset of OI such that the following
conditions are satis�ed�	

AnyI � OI

EmptyI � 
CI � OI

��T �I � OI n T I

�T� � T��
I � T I

�
� T I

�

�T� � T��
I � T I

�
� T I

�

�o�� � � � � on�
I � fo�� � � � � ong � OI


A�	T�� � � � � An	Tn�
I � f
A�	 o�� � � � � An	 on� 
 OI

j o� 
 T I

�
� � � � � on 
 T I

n
g

fTgI � ffjo�� � � � � onjg 
 OI j o�� � � � � on 
 T Ig�

The elements of CI are called instances of C�

In order to characterize which interpretations are
legal according to a speci�ed schema� we now de�ne
what it means that� given an interpretation I� an ob�
ject o 
 OI satis�es a declaration which is part of a
class or view de�nition	

�Note the slight notational abuse in the fourth equation� to
be more precise we should write �o�� � � � � on�I 	 foI

�
� � � � � o

I
n
g �

OI where o
I

�
� � � � � o

I
n
are distinguished objects in OI �

� o satis�es �is a kind of T�� if o 
 T I �

� o satis�es �all L in T�� if for all o� 
 OI � �o� o�� 

LI implies o� 
 T I �

� o satis�es �exists L in T�� if there is o� 
 OI such
that �o� o�� 
 LI and o� 
 T I �

� o satis�es �exists �u� v� b in T�� if there are at
least u and at most v objects o� 
 OI such that
�o� o�� 
 bI and o� 
 T I � a similar de�nition holds
for a cardinality declaration involving b��

Moreover� a class C satis�es a key declaration
�key L�� � � � � Lm�� if for every instance o of C in I

there are objects o�� � � � � om 
 OI such that �o� oi� 

LI

i
� for i 
 f�� � � � �mg� and there is no other object

o� �� o in CI for which these conditions hold�
An interpretation I satis�es a class de�nition � for

the class C� if every instance of C in I satis�es all
declarations in �� and if C satis�es all key declarations
in �� I satis�es a view de�nition � for the view C� if
the set of objects that satis�es all declarations in � is
exactly the set of instances of C� In other words� there
are no other objects in OI besides those in CI that
satisfy all declarations in ��

If I satis�es all class and view de�nitions in a
schema S then I is called a model of S� A schema
is said to be consistent if it admits a model� A class
�view� C is said to be consistent in S� if there is a
model I of S such that CI is nonempty� The notion
of consistency is then extended to structure expres�
sions in a natural way�

��� Example of a BDM schema
To illustrate the main characteristic of the basic

data model we present a simple BDM schema� The
schema models a condominium �instance of the class
Condominium� as a set of apartments and simultane�
ously as a record having two �elds� one for its address
and one for the an integer representing its budget� The
address� loc being declared a key� univocally identi�es
a condominium� Each condominium is also required
to have a single manager who manages it� Similarly
we introduce the class Manager and Address� We also
de�ne a view CondominiumManager as the collection
of those managers who manage a condominium�

class Condominium
is a kind of

fApartmentg�

loc	 Address� budget	 Integer�

key loc

exists ��� �� manages� in Manager
endclass

class Address
is a kind of


city	 String� street	 String�
num	 Integer�

key city� street� num
endclass



view CondominiumManager
is a kind of Manager
exists manages in Condominium

endview

class Manager
is a kind of


ssn	 String� loc	 Address�
key ssn

exists manages in Any
endclass

Observe that� in BDM� objects can be seen as
having di�erent structures simultaneously� In the
example� the structure of the class Condominium
is speci�ed through a conjunction of the set
structure fApartmentg and the record structure

loc	 Address� budget	 Integer�� Therefore� the
designer is anticipating that each instance of
Condominium will be used both as a set �in this case
the set of apartments forming the condominium� and
as a record structure collecting the relevant attributes
of the condominium �in this case where the condo�
minium is located and its budget�� Moreover� each
instance of condominium can also be regarded as an
individual object that can be referred to by other ob�
jects through roles �in this case manages��

� Statistical constructs

Next we extend the basic data model BDM with
suitable constructs for aggregating data for statistical
means� We call the resulting data model SDM�

A statistical aggregate �or simply aggregate� is a
speci�cation of how to classify the instances of a given
class� which is called target of the aggregate� accord�
ing to the values of certain properties� For example we
may de�ne a statistical aggregate by classifying the in�
stances of the class people according to the value of sex
and age �possibly partitioning ages in intervals�� The
characterizing feature of the data model SDM is that
statistical aggregates are indeed classes� on which we
can operate exactly as we do for simpler classes� Aside
from special structures for representing statistical ag�
gregates� SDM is equipped with a new kind of atomic
links� called computed links� since they are computed
by making use of some prede�ned operators�

Similarly to BDM� an SDM schema is a collec�
tion of class and view de�nitions over the alphabet B�
where B is partitioned into a set of symbols of class C�
a set of symbols of attribute A� a set of symbols of role
U � a set of symbols of computed link F � and a set of
symbols of prede�ned operators OP � such as COUNT�
AVR� FREQ� etc� The symbols C� A� U � F � OP � denote
generic elements of C� A� U � F � e OP respectively� An
atomic link in SDM� denoted by the symbol l� is ei�
ther an attribute� a role� a computed link� or one of the
following special symbols	 member �as in BDM�� in
�denoting member��� and target �a special attribute
used in the context of statistical aggregates��

Class de�nitions of SDM are analogous to those of
BDM� in contrast view de�nitions can have in alterna�
tive to the structure declaration a statistical aggregate

declaration� Such declarations are of two kinds	 sim�
ple aggregate declarations or complex aggregate decla�
rations� We illustrate them below�

��� Simple aggregate declarations
A simple aggregate declaration has the following

form	
is an aggregate of T�� � � � � Tn

where T�� � � � � Tn are structural expressions� The tar�
get class in this case is understood to be the union of
T�� � � � � Tn� Intuitively� by means of a simple aggregate
declaration as the one above we de�ne a class C hav�
ing n instances� each such an instance is a set made
up by the whole collection of objects in Ti�

The formal semantics is as follows	 given an
interpretation I� a class C satis�es a declaration
�is an aggregate of T�� � � � � Tn� if

CI � ffjo j o 
 T I

�
jg� � � � � fjo j o 
 T I

n
jgg�

A typical example of simple aggregate declaration
is the following	

view AgeIntervals
is an aggregate of
��� � � � � ���� ���� � � � � ����� Integer� ���� � � � � ����

endview

where the declaration is used for partitioning Integer
in three intervals� indeed AgeIntervals has three in�
stances each denoting a set of objects	 the �rst denotes
fj� � � � � ��jg� the second denotes fj�� � � � � ���jg� and the
third denotes fj���� ���� � � �jg�

��� Complex aggregate declarations
A complex aggregate declaration has the following

form	

is an aggregate of C by
att� � L� 	 T�� � � � � attn � Ln 	 Tn

where C is the target class� atti 
 A� Li are �possibly
complex� links� and Ti are structural expressions�

Intuitively by means of a complex aggregation dec�
laration as the one above we de�ne a class C � that
denotes a classi�cation of the instances of the class C
according to the values of L�� � � � � Ln�

The formal semantics is as follows� Given an in�
terpretation I� a class C � satis�es the declaration
�is an aggregate of C by att� � L� 	 T�� � � �� attn �
Ln 	 Tn� if

C �I � f
att�	 o�� � � � � attn	 on� target 	 S� j
o� 
 T I

�
� � � � � on 
 T I

n �

S � fjo 
 CI j �o� o�� 
 LI

�
� � � � � �o� on� 
 LI

njgg

Note that att�� � � � � attn form a key for the tuples in C ��
Observe also that if for some o� 
 T I

�
� � � � � on 
 T I

n �

we have that 
att�	 o�� � � � � attn	 on� target 	 S� �
 OI �
then it is not possible to assign to C � an extension
which satis�es the declaration�

A typical example of complex aggregate declaration
is the following	



view Agg
is an aggregate of Person by
s � sex 	 Sex� a � age � in 	 AgeIntervals

endview

where AgeIntervals is the statistical aggregate de�
�ned in the previous example� The complex aggre�
gate Agg denotes the classi�cation of the instances of
Person by sex and age intervals� The number of in�
stances of Agg is equal to the cardinality of the exten�
sion of Sex multiplied by the cardinality of the exten�
sion of AgeIntervals� that is �� � � �� An example
of instance of Agg is the following	


s � male� a � ��� � � � � ���� target � fjo�� � � � � onjg�

where o�� � � � � on are all males having an age ranging
from � to �� that are contained in the extension of the
class Person�

��� Computed links
As mentioned� beside statistical aggregate declara�

tions� we also introduce the possibility of declaring
computed links� i�e� atomic links that are computed by
making use of a set of prede�ned operators� Such oper�
ators� which typically are statistical operators� operate
on whole classes� computing for example the number
of the instances of a class �COUNT�� The average of a
certain value for a class �AVR�� etc�

A computed link declaration has the following form	

compute F as OP �E�� � � � � En�

where F 
 F is the computed link introduced by the
declaration� OP 
 OP is one of the prede�ned op�
erators� and E�� � � � � En are expressions denoting the
classes that constitute the input of OP �

A computed link F represents a function having as
domain the class in which its declaration appears� and
as codomain the codomain of OP �

The domain and codomain of OP are prede�ned�
For example COUNT�	� has as domain the set of the sub�
set of Any and as codomain Integer� similarly AVR�	��
Instead FREQ�	� 	� accept as input two subsets E�� E� of
Any� such that E� � E�� and returns a rational num�
ber� the ratio between the cardinality of E� and the
cardinality of E��

The expressions E�� � � � � En in input to the prede�
�ned operators can be either structural expressions or
special expressions having the following form	

�L 	 T

where L is a �possibly complex� link and T is a struc�
tural expression�

For notational convenience� given an interpretation
I� for each object o 
 OI � we denote by EI

i
�o� the set

singled out by Ei� de�ning T I�o� � T �
The semantics of a computed link declaration is as

follows� Given an interpretation I� an object o 
 OI

satisfy the declaration �compute F asOP �E�� � � � � En��
if

�o� o�� 
 F I where o� � OP I�EI
�
�o�� � � � � EI

n
�o���

��� Example of a SDM schema
We now present an example of a schema in SDM

that shows the power that comes from the ability of
treating statistical aggregates as any other classes�
The example stems from a real case considered by
AIPA as part of a study on the state of the information
systems used by Italian Public Administration�

Norms issued by the Parliament institute certain
processes� each of which is carried out in a given Min�
istry� It is of great interest to know the distribution of
the quantity of norms wrt to the quantity of ministries
they a�ect� Indeed to simplify administrative proce�
dures it is desirable that most ministries are a�ected
only by a limited number of norms� This simple ob�
servation makes the importance of having the ability
to determine the above distribution apparent�

The classes of elementary data of interest� in
this example� are the following	 Norms� Processes�
Process�Norm pairs �denoting that a norm contributes
to the institution of a process� and Ministries� More�
over we also require that each process determines a
ministry in which it takes place� The corresponding
SDM schema is the following	

class Norm
is a kind of Any

endclass

class Ministry
is a kind of Any

endclass

class Process
is a kind of Any
exists ��� �� m in Ministry

endclass

class PN
is a kind of 
p	Process�n	Norm�
key p�n

endclass

Observe that the last de�nition denotes a binary rela�
tion in a formally correct way�

Data that populate the classes Norm� Ministry�
Process e PN� can be obtained directly through a
survey� Instead the data we are interested in � the
distribution of norms wrt ministries � require a so�
phisticated use of the statistical aggregates and� in
particular they require the aggregation of statistical
aggregates repeatedly�

We get the data of interest in three step of aggre�
gation�

� The �rst step is to aggregate the class PN by norms
and ministries�

view A�
is an aggregate of PN by

n� � n 	 Norm� pm � p � m 	 Ministry
endview



� The second step is to aggregate the class A�
�which is a statistical aggregate� by norm� adding
to each instance of the resulting class a com�
puted link that denotes the number of ministries
to which a norm applies� Observe this number
is the same as the cardinality of the subset of
the target of the aggregate singled out by a given
norm�

view A�
is an aggregate of A� by

n�� � n� 	 Norm
compute num ministry as

COUNT��target � member 	 Any�
endview

� The third and last step is to aggregate the class A�
�which is again a statistical aggregate� by num�
ber of ministries� adding a computed link that
denotes the number of norms that a�ect a given
number of ministries� Observe this number is the
same as the cardinality of the subset of the tar�
get of the aggregate singled out by the number of
ministries�

view A�
is an aggregate of A� by

num ministry� � num ministry 	 Integer
compute num norm as

COUNT��target � member 	 Any�
endview

The class A� obtained in this way contains exactly the
summary data desired	 the distribution of the quan�
tity of norms wrt the quantity of ministries they a�ect�

� Discussion and conclusion

SDM is a powerful formalism for modeling both
statistical data and elementary data� One of the main
features of SDM �inherited from BDM� is the adop�
tion of the notion of polymorphic object� which al�
lows for considering objects having a complex struc�
ture as individual objects� thus exploiting their com�
plex structure only when such structure is actually
relevant� This characteristic allows for treating statis�
tical aggregates in the same way as elementary data
are treated� and hence permit us to form statistical
aggregates of statistical aggregates�

We would like to conclude the paper by brie�y men�
tioning some methodology issues� Often statistical ag�
gregates are formed by partitioning a target class in
equivalence classes induced by certain properties of
the instances of the target class� The formalism intro�
duced in this paper does not impose such a restriction�
in the sense that its semantics remains perfectly co�
herent even if we do not enforce the above restriction�
In particular� the properties of a given class used to
aggregate its instances do not need to cover the whole
class� i�e� it is admissible that some instances of the
target class are not inserted in any of the instances of
the aggregate class� Furthermore� such properties do
not need to single out disjoint subsets of the target

class� i�e� it is admissible that a given instance of the
target class is inserted in more then one instance of the
aggregate class� SDM leaves to the system designer
the choice of which restrictions �if any� to enforce in
forming statistical aggregates�
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